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ABSTRACT
Development of next-generation electrochemical devices, such as solid oxide cells, requires control of the charge transfer processes across
key interfaces. Structural strain at electrolyte:electrode interfaces could potentially alter the devices’ charge transport properties, therefore
understanding the structural behavior of electrode surfaces under operating conditions is important. The functional oxide single crystal
substrate SrLaAlO4 has been well-characterized with bulk structure studies; however, there are very few studies of SrLaAlO4 surface structures.
Here, we present an investigation of the surface structure of SrLaAlO4 (001) substrates using surface x-ray diffraction under UHV conditions
(10−10 Torr) with the substrate held at either room temperature or 650 ○C. Best-fit models using a 1:1 ratio of Sr:La showed significant
distortions to the surface AlO6 octahedra.
© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0167091

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing interest in the development of electrochemical
devices based on thin film oxide technologies, combined with the
need to understand fundamental charge transfer processes across
interfaces, has led to detailed studies of functional oxides deposited
or grown on well-defined single crystal substrates. For electrochem-
ical devices, such as solid oxide fuel or electrolysis cells, collectively
referred to as solid oxide cells (SOCs), the key solid–solid interfaces
are the electrolyte:electrode interfaces that are typically difficult to
investigate in situ due to the thickness of the cell. These buried inter-
faces may be the source of interfacial strain, with speculation that
the strain (compressive or tensile) may influence the ionic charge
transport. In developing devices that operate at elevated tempera-
tures and in a range of technologically relevant environments, there
is a need to understand the relationship between the two compo-
nents of the SOC at operating temperatures and conditions, typically
at temperatures over 500 ○C, and for air electrodes under ambient
air.

Typical air electrodes used in SOCs are rare earth transi-
tion metal oxides adopting either ABO3 or A2BO4 stoichiometries.

Model electrodes can be grown as thin films using pulsed laser depo-
sition, molecular beam epitaxy, or chemical vapor deposition on
either single or polycrystalline substrates. As the interface of inter-
est is that between the surface of the single crystal and the deposited
model electrode material, it is essential that the relaxation of the
substrate surface is well-characterized under the conditions relevant
to cell operation. Recent theoretical modeling by Mochizuki et al.1
has highlighted how varying the surface bonding environment for a
range of ABO3 type materials leads to variations in both their surface
energy and electronic band structure. In previous studies,2 we have
used surface x-ray diffraction to probe the perovskite LaAlO3 (LAO)
substrate, and here, we extend the work to the SrLaAlO4 (SLAO)
Ruddlesden–Popper phase. Understanding the structures of a wider
range of substrates provides the opportunity for a larger set of possi-
ble orientations for electrode deposition, leading to a larger amount
of sample types for subsequent investigation.

SrLaAlO4 has been previously investigated as a bulk single
crystal, with Byszewski et al.3 determining the variation in lattice
constants as a function of temperature using conventional lab-based
x-ray diffraction, while Mazur et al.4 focused on the potential for
cation segregation, but with low-resolution data from x-ray film.
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Further work by Kasprowicz et al.5 suggested that SLAO crys-
tals were insensitive to heat treatment and oxygen partial pressure
through a Brillouin scattering study, although a subsequent report
by the same authors6 reports that heating in air induces changes
in defect states affecting diffusive processes. Tealdi et al.7 studied
the local structure of SLAO in powder sample form, identifying
octahedral distortions due to varying distributions of La and Sr
atoms. However, this study did not focus specifically on the sur-
face structure. Indeed, it is noted that, while the bulk structure of
SLAO is well characterized, there are few studies of the surface struc-
ture and chemistry of SLAO. In this report, we provide a detailed
understanding of the termination and relaxation of the SLAO(001)
surface.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A SLAO(001) single crystal was purchased from CrysTech

GmbH. The crystal was cleaned with a combination of deionized
water and isopropanol before being mounted in a bespoke sample
environment with resistive heating at the Diamond Light Source.
Mounting was achieved through the use of silver paste before placing
the sample within the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber on the I07
beamline. During the experiment, the sample temperature (Tsam)

was increased from room temperature to 650 ○C using a heating
rate of 5 ○C min−1. The XRD chamber manipulator thermocouple
on I07 was calibrated using a thermocouple embedded on a test
sample.

A. Surface x-ray diffraction measurements
All surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) measurements were per-

formed at the UHV EH2 end station on the I07 beamline of Dia-
mond Light Source,8 with a base pressure of 10−10 Torr and using
a photon energy of 12.2 keV (1.0163 Å). The termination of a sin-
gle crystal surface gives rise to scattered intensity away from Bragg
points along the out-of-plane direction, forming rods termed crys-
tal truncation rods (CTRs).9 The specular reflectivity, referred to
as the 00l CTR in surface x-ray diffraction, was recorded using
a θ–2θ geometry (incidence angle = exit angle) allowing probing
of just the out-of-plane layer spacings. The remaining CTRs were
recorded with a fixed incidence angle of 0.5○ and provided both
in-plane and out-of-plane information, enabling full structural mod-
eling. Scattering was recorded using a PILATUS 100K 2D detector,
with a pixel size of 172 μm. The samples were all aligned using a
SLAO(001)-(1 × 1) unit cell, with lattice parameters a = b = 3.756 Å
and c = 12.636 Å and angles α = β = γ = 90○. Horizontal axes on
the CTR plots are the “L index,” which is the out-of-plane momen-
tum transfer component normalized to the reciprocal lattice units
corresponding to this SLAO unit cell.

For both datasets measured, a small number of symmetrically
equivalent CTRs were collected, and the displacements of the atoms
used during modeling break the symmetry of the model system,
which meant that symmetry averaging for error bar calculation was
not suitable. Consequently, the structure factor errors were set to
10%, which is within the standard range for expected agreement
factors of between 3% and 15%.10

B. CTR data analysis
CTR data reduction was carried out using a version of the Mat-

lab package Scananalysis created by Schleputz,11 modified to parse
datasets recorded at beamline I07. Background subtracted CTR
intensities were extracted and had appropriate correction factors
applied12 (polarization, rod intercept, and active area) prior to tak-
ing the square root to obtain the structure factor line profiles. These
line profile datasets were then analyzed using the structure refine-
ment software ROD.13 The optimized structures were obtained with
a combination of the Levenberg–Marquardt and simulated anneal-
ing fitting routines within ROD using the normalized χ2 value as the
goodness-of-fit criterion.

When fitting SXRD data using ROD, the expected structure fac-
tor is calculated using a combination of a bulk model and a surface
model. Atoms within the bulk file do not have any fitting parameters
and are, therefore, set to bulk crystal positions and 100% occupancy.
In order to allow for a 1:1 ratio of Sr:La for the bulk structure, a
bulk SLAO(001) model using a doubled atomic occupancy at each
site was employed. This was achieved by having two atoms at all
atomic sites, with most sites having two of the same elements, and
the Sr:La sites having one Sr atom and one La atom. Structural para-
meters varied during fitting included both in-plane and out-of-plane
displacements for atoms within the first six atomic layers, as well as
occupancies of the top five atomic layers.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Room temperature sample (T sam = 25 ○C)

After data reduction, the CTR dataset collected at room tem-
perature comprised seven symmetrically independent CTRs (1951
data points). Lattice parameters used for the room temperature
model were bulk values a, b = 3.756 Å and c = 12.636 Å. The top six
atomic layers of the structure of the best-fit model with χ2

= 2.53 are
shown in Fig. 1(b), and example CTR profiles are shown in Fig. 2(a).
Starting heights, displacement values, and occupancies of atoms in
the room temperature best-fit structure are shown in Table I, with-
the full list of atomic positions for this structure, as well as the full
set of CTR profiles, being provided in the supplementary material.

FIG. 1. Comparison between the structures for (a) bulk structure, (b) Tsam = 25 ○C
dataset best-fit model, and (c) Tsam = 650 ○C dataset best-fit model. Green
spheres are La/Sr atoms, red spheres are O atoms, and gray spheres are Al
atoms. For clarity on visualizing octahedral distortions, only atoms and lines
showing extent of the AlO6 octahedra are included. When compared with bulk
positions, atoms with a solid bold outline have a higher height, and atoms with
a dotted bold outline have a lower height. The dashed–dotted lines show the top
octahedral alignment, with a curled arrow highlighting the direction of the top octa-
hedral pseudo-rotation. Numbers in (a) denote the atomic layer index as used
in Tables I and II.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of CTR structure factor data (black error lines), best-fits (red lines), and bulk profiles (gray dotted lines) from the sample at (a) room temperature
Tsam = 25 ○C and (b) high temperature Tsam = 650 ○C .

Within the top five atomic layers, there is an occupancy reduc-
tion from 94% down to 11%, indicating a roughened stepped surface.
The top two AlO6 octahedra closest to the surface are distorted
away from their bulk positions; however, the top octahedra have
the largest in-plane and out-of-plane distortions. The Al atom
within this first octahedra is displaced from its central bulk position,
moving inwards toward the bulk. The first and second layers

of O atoms are both shifted outward away from the bulk
substrate. This gives an overall effect of a pseudo-rotation of
the octahedra, indicated by the line connecting the apical oxy-
gens in Fig. 1. Layers 4–6 are substantially less disrupted and
only have very small displacements from the bulk positions,
as expected for the layers further away from the substrate
surface.

TABLE I. Starting heights, displacement values, and occupancies of atoms in the best-fit structure for Tsam = 25 ○C dataset
(χ2
= 2.53). For parameters varied during fitting, the number in brackets indicates the error on the value’s final digit.

Atomic layer Start Z (Å) Element Δx (Å) Δy (Å) Δz (Å) Occ

1 3.756 O 0.34(10) −0.31(28) 0.51(7) 0.11(1)
1 3.674 La/Sr −0.20(1) −0.20(1) 0.08(1) 0.11(1)
2 3.144 Al 0.05(3) −0.06(4) −0.30(10) 0.23(3)
2 3.144 O 0.38(21) 0.36(17) 0.31(13) 0.23(3)
2 3.144 O −0.07(3) 0.36(2) 0.32(7) 0.23(3)
3 2.613 La/Sr 0.03(2) −0.03(0) 0.19(0) 0.31(1)
3 2.532 O −0.14(7) 0.10(2) 0.02(2) 0.31(1)
4 1.878 O −0.08(1) 0.17(0) −0.00(3) 0.85(1)
4 1.796 La/Sr −0.02(1) 0.04(0) 0.01(0) 0.85(1)
5 1.266 Al −0.20(2) 0.10(1) −0.05(1) 0.95(3)
5 1.266 O −0.10(2) 0.00(1) −0.06(0) 0.95(3)
5 1.266 O −0.03(3) −0.17(1) −0.06(0) 0.95(3)
6 0.735 La/Sr 0.00(0) 0.02(0) 0.02(0) 1.0
6 0.654 O 0.01(2) 0.01(0) 0.09(1) 1.0
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B. High temperature sample (T sam = 650 ○C)
After data reduction, the CTR dataset collected at high temper-

atures (650 ○C) comprised seven symmetrically independent CTRs
(1921 data points). A similar model to that used for the room
temperature dataset was used for the high temperature dataset but
with expanded lattice parameters (a, b = 3.776 Å, c = 12.771 Å) cal-
culated from previously reported thermal expansion properties of
SLAO single crystals.3 Similar to the room temperature model, the
high temperature model included both in-plane and out-of-plane
displacements for the top six layers and occupancy parameters for
the top five atomic layers.

The top six atomic layers of the best-fit model (χ2
= 2.52) are

shown in Fig. 1(c), and example CTR profiles are shown in Fig. 2(b).
Starting heights, displacement values, and occupancies of atoms in
the high temperature best-fit structure are shown in Table II, with-
the full list of atomic positions for this structure, as well as the full
set of CTR profiles, being provided in the supplementary material.
When compared to the room temperature model, the Al atom of
the top octahedra for the high temperature sample is closer to its
central bulk position. The central layer of oxygen atoms within the
octahedra moved higher, along with some in-plane motion of the
apical oxygen atoms. The combined effect of these displacements
is a change to the pseudo-rotation of the octahedra present in the
room temperature structure, as indicated by the dashed–dotted lines
in Fig. 1.

An almost identical trend of decreased occupancy for the top
five layers was found, decreasing from 97% down to 16%. Upon
heating to 650 ○C, there are small increases in occupancy for all
atomic layers, with the AlO2 layer nearest the surface having the
largest increase. Despite these changes in layer occupancies, the ratio
between the two types of exposed surface termination remains con-
stant after heating with ∼80% (Sr/La)O terminated and 20% AlO2
terminated.

Deposition of functionally relevant materials with similar crys-
tal structures onto SLAO has been shown to produce two distinct
types of interface terminations. Sen et al.14 observed that, at the

interface between La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 and SLAO, there was either shar-
ing of apical O atoms between AlO4 and CuO4 octahedra or a
separation of the two octahedra with two rock salt-like La/Sr planes.
The interface with separated octahedra was ascribed to discon-
tinuities related to the small mismatch present between the two
materials. However, the stepped nature of the SLAO substrate sur-
face found in this study shows that, without any further surface
treatment, there will always be two interface possibilities regard-
less of the chosen deposition material and its associated mismatch.
Understanding this stepped nature of the surface is important for
research into oxide epitaxy, as demonstrated by Biswas et al.15 who
showed that control of this SLAO surface termination ratio allows
for improved deposition of materials with a termination preference,
such as SrRuO3.

There are several points that arise when comparing this with
previous studies on LAO.2 First, the surface enrichment of the Al
layer is similar to previous occupancy changes observed for LAO,
which showed an increase in the occupancy of the outermost AlO
layer when heated to 600 ○C. Second, compared to their room tem-
perature positions, at 650 ○C, the top Al atoms move outward away
from the substrate, which is the same behavior as was observed for Al
atoms within LAO at 600 ○C. Third, the topmost Al atoms in SLAO
displace easier upon heating with a change in height of 0.30 ± 0.03
Å compared to a height change of 0.16 ± 0.07 Å for the top Al
atoms in LAO. This difference in displacement can be attributed
partly to the increased substrate temperature used for SLAO (650
vs 600 ○C) and partly because the AlO6 octahedra in SLAO do
not share their apical O atoms with neighboring octahedra, unlike
the AlO6 octahedra in LAO. This separation of individual octahe-
dra provides the opportunity for larger distortions of the octahedra
atoms.

When compared to the positions in the bulk substrate, for
both temperatures in this study, the top atomic layer La/Sr dis-
placement was outward away from the bulk, and the second
atomic layer Al displacement was inward toward the bulk. This
matches the displacements observed for the top and second atomic

TABLE II. Displacement values and occupancies for best-fit structure to Tsam = 650 ○C dataset (χ2
= 2.52). Numbers in

brackets indicate the error on the value’s final digit.

Atomic layer Start Z (Å) Element Δx (Å) Δy (Å) Δz (Å) Occ

1 3.776 O −0.24(21) −0.26(3) 0.63(7) 0.16(1)
1 3.694 La/Sr −0.18(0) −0.13(0) 0.09(1) 0.16(1)
2 3.16 Al −0.09(4) −0.00(1) −0.01(1) 0.32(2)
2 3.16 O 0.18(8) 0.15(2) 0.60(10) 0.32(2)
2 3.16 O −0.13(4) 0.15(2) 0.61(3) 0.32(2)
3 2.627 La/Sr −0.05(1) −0.05(1) 0.15(1) 0.32(1)
3 2.545 O 0.25(10) −0.10(4) −0.09(2) 0.32(1)
4 1.888 O 0.05(1) 0.03(1) 0.05(2) 0.94(1)
4 1.806 La/Sr −0.01(0) 0.03(0) 0.01(0) 0.94(1)
5 1.272 Al −0.06(2) 0.05(1) −0.05(1) 0.97(1)
5 1.272 O −0.00(3) −0.08(1) −0.09(1) 0.97(1)
5 1.272 O −0.12(1) −0.11(2) −0.10(4) 0.97(1)
6 0.739 La/Sr 0.01(0) 0.02(0) −0.01(0) 1.0
6 0.657 O 0.02(1) 0.00(0) 0.02(2) 1.0
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layers within LAO; however, for LAO, it is the AlO layer that is
the top atomic layer, and the La/SrO layer as the second atomic
layer.2

AlO6 octahedral distortions were also identified by Tealdi et al.7
using MAS-NMR, and these were attributed to different ratios of
La:Sr at the next-nearest neighbor sites closest to the AlO6 octahe-
dra. The SXRD fits presented in this work show that AlO6 octahedral
distortions also arise due to the altered bonding environment within
the top octahedra of a truncated crystal surface, and these distortions
involve displacements of the central Al atom.

IV. CONCLUSION
The surface structure of SLAO substrates was investigated using

surface x-ray diffraction under UHV conditions with the substrate
held at either room temperature or 650 ○C. Best-fit models using a
1:1 ratio of Sr:La were found. The top three atomic layer occupan-
cies showed a large decrease at room temperature, with only small
changes upon heating. Within these top three layers, significant
displacements away from bulk structure positions were identified,
with the largest shift in position observed for the Al atoms. It
has been found that the surface structure can have a large effect
on device performance,16 altering key properties, such as oxygen
exchange rates. Therefore, quantifying and understanding the struc-
tural changes of these model surface systems is a crucial step in the
creation of functional thin film energy devices, including solid oxide
fuel cells.17

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Full atomic structures for both best-fit models and plots of all
CTR profiles for both datasets are provided.
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